MRFTI, LLC
PRIVATE PILOT CERTIFICATE COURSE
The Private Pilot Certificate Course is designed to teach you basic flight maneuvers, airplane systems,
aerodynamics, night flight, cross-country navigation, Federal Aviation Regulations, and develop the skills and
attitude necessary to be a proficient, safe, private pilot. A step up from Recreational, a Private Pilot can fly
farther, at night, and operate more complex aircraft with more carrying capacity (some require additional
ratings). Private Pilot's can also carry more than one passenger if the aircraft allows it. The Private Pilot
Certificate is earned by passing a check ride given by an FAA-designated examiner. The Private Pilot Certificate
Course will fully prepare you for this check ride as well as for many years of enjoyable flying.
Requirements: You must qualify for a Third Class Medical and a Student Pilot Certificate to qualify for this
course. The FAA requires a minimum of 40 flight hours (35 flight hours under part 141) to qualify for the
Private Pilot Certificate. The average course completion time is around 50 hours. Additional instruction may be
necessary depending upon the abilities of each individual student. We recommend that students fly at least twice
per week. Pricing for both Part 61 and Part 141 versions of this course are the same.
Package Details: Our packages, which are divided into stages, combine to include training materials and flight
hours that you will need to complete the course. Purchasing a package locks-in aircraft rental and instruction
rates for six (6) months from purchase date, although you will still be subject to an additional charge if you
receive the Renter's Insurance discount price and elect to discontinue your coverage. If you complete the
program in less time than offered in a package, the remaining funds are available for your personal use.
STAGE 1 PACKAGE: $3,405.00*

STAGE 2 PACKAGE: $2,175.00*

STAGE 3 PACKAGE: $2,105.00*

Without Renter's Insurance: $3,445.00*

Without Renter's Insurance: $2,205.00*

Without Renter's Insurance: $2,135.00*

$67.00 savings versus pay-as-you-go rates.

$45.00 savings versus pay-as-you-go rates.

$43.00 savings versus pay-as-you-go rates.






20 Hours in a C-172
19 Hours of Flight Instruction
8 Hours of Ground Instruction
Jeppesen Private Kit ($260.00)





15 Hours in a C-172
9 Hours of Flight Instruction
6 Hours of Ground Instruction





15 Hours in a C-172
7 Hours of Flight Instruction
6 Hours of Ground Instruction

* Subtract the cost of the Kit for students providing their own training materials (part 61 only). This cost does not include any
necessary flight publications or applicable sales tax. For those students who want to pursue their certificate on a pay-as-you-go basis,
please refer to published aircraft rental and instruction rates. Financing options are available through third party lenders.

MRFTI, LLC ∙ PROVIDING AIRPLANE FLIGHT TRAINING, RENTALS, AND MAINTENANCE SERVICES
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ALL PRICES AND POLICIES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE.

